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ALDUS AND ADOBE TO MERGE 
I suppose that for most Cartographers, the big news of 

the early part of 1994 hasn't been the launch of Apple's 
Power Macintosh, but the announcement of the 'merger' of 
the two big players in the Macintosh graphics market -
Adobe and Aldus. Below is reprinted the press release 
is~11ed by Aldus UK, which may clarify the situation. Es
sentially, nothing will happen until the Swnmer, when the 
US Department of Trade and separate shareholder meetings 
approve the merger. 

There has been much ~'Peculation over the merger, but 
both companies have said that their present product lines 
will be continued for the forseeable future. The only real 
area of overlap of interests is between Illustrator and Free
Hand, and here the issue is ti.l11her complicated by the fact 
that Aldus only have marketing rights to FreeHand - it is 
developed by Alt~ys, who may market it themselves in 
future. Altsys already sells a version of FreeHand for Next 
machines, where it is known as Virtuoso. As we go to press, 
Alt~ys has announced that it is taking Aldus to court for 
breach of contract. 

Between them, FreeHand and Illustrator have the 
Macintosh market virtually sewn up, but neither has made 
much impact on the Windows side - here Corel Draw 
continues to dominate. It now looks unfortunate for Corel 
that they will not be able to exploit any uncertainty in the 
Macintosh market -last Decem her they announced that they 
were indefinately shelving development of Core! Draw for 
Macintosh. Tim£' will td/ who wii/.Yurviw, but hue i.Y what 
Aldus haw to .vay about it: 

Adobe Systems and Aldus Corporation announce 
agreement to merge 

Creators of electronic publishing industry join forces 
to seize expanding opportunities in the creation and com
munication of digital information. 

Adobe Systems Incorporated and Aldus Corporation 
today announced a definitive agreement to merge through 
an exchange of common stock of the two companies, cre
ating a new half-billion dollar leader in software for 
authoring and publishing electronic infotmation. 

Under the agreement, which has been approved by the 
boards of directors of both companies, Adobe will ex
change 1.15 shares of its common stock for each share of 
Aldus common stock. Based on approximately 13.8 million 
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shares outstanding of Aldus stock and the current Adobe 
stock price, the transaction will have a value of approxi
mately $525 million. The merger is intended to qualify as 
a tax-free reorganisation and a "pooling of interests" for 
accounting and financial purposes. "We are committed to 
achieving the cost savings necessary to make this transac
tion non-dilutive in the first full year of the combined 
operations," said John Wamock, Chairman and CEO, 
Adobe Systems Incorporated. 

The merger will be considered for approval by share
holders of both companies at separate meetings anticipated 
in July 1994 with the merger to be effective immediately 
following shareholders approval. Paul Brainerd, president, 
founder and major shareholder in Aldus has agreed to vote 
his shares in favour of the merger and has given Adobe an 
irrevocable proxy for all of his Aldus shares in connection 
with such vote. 

In addition, Aldus and Adobe have each agreed to the 
payment of a break-up fee if under certain circwnstances 
the transaction should not be completed. The merger is 
subject to numerous conditions. 

"We believe our two companies, each with a rich 
history of inventing different aspects of the electronic pub
lishing revolution, are simply much ~1ronger together- both 
technologically and financially - than we would be by 
remaining separate," said John Warnock. "Combined, the 
two companies offer products' that address every aspect of 
information authoring and representation, and in the future, 
can draw from that expertise to pioneer the process and 
provide the tools required to help our customers move from 
today's paper-based infmmation infrastructure to tomor
row's digital world." 

"The challenges of the competitive landscape and the 
breadth of new market opportunities offered by the digital 
revolution can be much more etTectively met by merging 
our companies than by either company individually," said 
Chuck Geschke, president and COO, Adobe Systems Incor
porated. "The combined company offers tremendous 
opportunity for more competitive marketing, higher levels 
of customer service and better responsiveness to customers' 
evolving needs." 

Paul Brainerd said the merger otiers both short and 
long term benetits because of the broad array and depth of 
products that the companies can now market and distribute 
together, as well as the tremendous technological synergy 
that exists between the two corn panies for the development 
of future products. "Together, Adobe and Aldus can gener
ate tremendous momentum to meet customer requirements. 
The new company will have the largest, most respected 
typeface library, the world's top-selling page layout solu
tion, and best-of-breed illustration, photo-editing, 
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presentation, image retrieval and video-production applica
tions. These technologies are the foundation for today's 
most powerful publishing and authoring solutions and to
morrow's tools for creating and distributing information 
digitally." 

Brainerd, Warnock and Geschke are widely recognized 
in the software industry for having created the desktop 
printing and electronic publishing phenomena, which has 
grown into a $2 billion industry since the early 1980s. 
Adobe, founded in 1982, provided the first open standard 
for representing the printed document, PostScript, and the 
technology to support that standard. Brainerd, who founded 
Aldus in 1984, coined the term "desktop publishing" and 
created the top selling PageMaker software system that 
allows visually rich documents to be created on personal 
computers. 

Under terms of the merger agreement, Warnock, 53, 
will become chairman and CEO of the new company with 
headqumters in Mountain View, CA. Charles Geschke, 54, 
president of Adobe, will retain the same position in the new 
company. Brainerd, 46, and another current member of 
Aldus' board, will become members of the Board of Direc
tors of the new company once the merger is complete. The 
structure of the merged company will consist of operating 
divisions including Systems Products, Application Prod
ucts, and Consumer Products. 

Facilities will be maintained in both Mountain View, 
CA and Seattle, WA. Current plans call for the new com
pany to continue to market and suppmt all major products 
of both companies. Future corporate identity plans will be 
determined when the merger is final. 

Each company has sales and disttibution operations 
outside of the United States. In Europe, Adobe is headquar
tered in Amsterdam and Aldus is based in Edinburgh. Both 
Aldus and Adobe maintain Pacific Rim operations in Tokyo 
and other major cities. 

On a combined basis, the companies had revenues last 
year of$520 million and more that 2, 100 employees located 
throughout the world. For fiscal 1993, Adobe repmted 
revenues of $313 million and net income of $57 million, 
while Aldus reported total revenues of approximately $207 
million and net income of$9.5 million. Adobe has approxi
mately 45.7 million shares outstanding, and Aldus has 
approximately 13.8 million shan~s outstanding. 

Adobe develops, markets aml suppotts computer soft
ware products and technologies that enable users to create, 
display, print and communicate electronic documents and 
manipulate digital content to moving pictures and sound. 
The company licenses its technology to major computer 
and publishing suppliers, and markets a line of type and 
application software products worldwide. 

Aldus creates computer software solutions that help 
people throughout the world effectively communicate in
formation and ideas. The company focuses on three main 
lines of business: applications for the professional publish
ing, prepress and video markets; applications for the 
consumer market: and applications for the emerging inter
active publishing market. 

from a prc.v.v release- 16 Alard1 1994 
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Postscript 

As a postscript (sorry - no pun intended!), John War
nock recently appeared on On line Tonight - a US 
computer-mientated radio show. When asked what were the 
futures of the Macs two leading design packages, he replied 
that the new company recognised that most selious illustra
tors use both FreeHand and Illustrator for ditierent tasks, 
and foresaw no reason to favour one package over the other 
in future strategy development. He did comment on trans
lation between the two packages, and responded with 
definite plans of either purchasing such products from 
third-party developers and relabeling them under the new 
company's banner or developing a new product in house. 

BOUGHT IN THE USA 
Circumstances have recently dictated that our depart

ment had to buy both software and hardware from the USA. 
Despite many reservations, I have been pleasantly im
pressed with both the savings and level of service. All you 
need is a phone, fax, preferably an E-mail connection, and 
of course, a piece of plastic (preferably Visa) to pay for it 
all! 

APS 128MB MO llrive 

After a protracted dispute with Mirror UK, we recently 
(and unexpectedly) found ourselves back in the market for 
a 128MB Magneto-Optical (MO) drive. The MO system is 
still the cheapest and most permanent storage ~')'stem, al
though 128MB systems do work out slightly more 
expensiveperMB than its bigger 650MB and 1.3GB broth
ers. Atler extensive reading of magazines and queries on 
the Intemet, APS (Alliance Petipheral Systems) came out 
tops in price, performance, reliability and service. The only 
problem is that APS is an American direct sales organisa
tion, without any UK distributor. Their adverts claim they 
will deliver anywhere in the world, and all equipment 
comes with a 30-day, no-quibble return policy, and at least 
I year's guarantee, but Kansas City can seem an awfully 
long way away if anything goes wrong. 

After many fulsome pruises ti·om European users, I 
drew a big breath, and with Visa card in hand, rang the USA. 
A vet')' helpful and knowledgeable salesman at the end of 
the phone soon eased my fears. After 5 working days, the 
drive arrived on my desk, delivered by DHL International. 
I plugged it in and evet')'thing worked perfectly (even in our 
complicated SCSI chain). The drive's digital termination 
really did ensure that "all our SCSI chain wonieshad gone" 
- just like the adverts! A week later, DHL billed us for 
i~port duties (just over 5'Xo into the UK) and VAT (UK 
purchase tax) - it really was that easy. 

The drive came complete with cables, sotlware, man
ual and ti-ee optical disk. The real bonus is that we have 
bought a drive with the Epson OMD-5010 mechanism (the 
fastest and most reliable on the market), which was rated as 
the top drive by Macworld USA last year, and which only 
cost $799 (about .£580 including duty). I have only seen one 
drive (of very dubious quality) at this price in the UK. The 
total cost, including 10 extra optical disks, delivery, import 
duty AND VAT came to only .£1087.56! 
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APS are very helpful, and offer a full range of drives 
at very competitive prices. Although primarily aimed at the 
Macintosh market, they can also be used with UNIX and 
Windows machines that have a SCSI interface. If you are 
in the market for any kind of hard drive or storage device, 
APS are certainly worth considering. 

APS Technologies 
6131 DeramlL<~, 
Kansas City, 
Missouri, MO 64120, 
United States of America 

International phone: 0101 816 483 1600 
Toll-free phone (US only): 800 926 0390 
Fax: 0101 816 483 3077 

Internet users may also obtain current prices by sending 
mail to aps-prices@tidbito;.com 

CONNECTIX RAM DOUBLER 
Buoyed by my APS experience, I decided to take 

advantage of one of the increasing number of otTers made 
to purchasers who order by E-mail. Connectix Corporation 
produces a range of utilities ('award-winning personal 
computer enhancement products") for the Macintosh. All 
are available at over 50')1(, otJ Suggested List Price to regis
tered users of major electronic on-line services (a plain 
Internet address seems perfectly acceptable). 

The big Connectix product everyone is talking about 
at the moment is RAM Doubler. This is a system extension 
that works with any 68030 or 68040 Mac running System 
7. On restart, the amount of RAM available to you is 
doubled. It works without any fuss, seems a lot faster than 
System 7 Virtual Memory, and is compatible with virtually 
everything- certainly it's the cheapest RAM upgrade I've 
ever put in a computer. The only small drawback is that it 
will not work with Power Macintoshes, but Connectix say 
a Power Mac version will be available later this year. The 
offer price is US$49, plus US$10 international postage, 
which works out at around UK£40 total cost. You can also 
buy RAM Doubler from most UK software dealers for 
around £50 plus VAT. Even if you can't take advantage of 
the special otTer, it will be money well spent. 

Also included in the offer are: CPU- Connectix Pow
erBook Utilities - a collection of utilities for PowerBook 
and Duo users; On The Road- a utility for PowerBook users 
who travel a lot; CDU - Connectix Desktop Utilities -
utilities for the desktop user: MAXIMA - which creates a 
superfast RAM disk. All these cost $49 each. 

For further details and an Emuil order fonn, send mail 
to connectix@aol.com, asking for details of the Special 
On-Line Pricing. 

DUCKY WRIST PILLOWS 
Jenny Wyatt's article on the health aspects of computer 

usage in the last issue of the Bulletin ce11ainly made me 
think. I have already stopped playing one of my favourite 
computer games, Spectre, because the continuous pressure 
on the mouse button was causing great pain in my wrist. I 
have certainly been sutTering from Carpal Tunnel Syn-
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drome (CTS), and also possibly Tenm;ynovitus, both repeti
tive strain injury (RSI) conditions. Early this year I read a 
review of Buck]' Wrist Pillows, and based on this, ordered 
a set. 

A Bucky Pillow is a pad, made from Polatec fabric (as 
used in tleece jackets) and filled with Buckwheat hulls. 
Buckwheat is a plant whose seeds are used like grain, the 
three-cornered hulls are waste, and apparently they have 
been used in Asia as a tilling for pillows for centuries. You 
do have to cope with the typical American advertising hype: 
"Bond with your Bucky. Don't be shy with your Bucky. 
Touch it, feel it, play with if'!! 

The pillows have a zipper at one end which allows you 
to remove some of the hulls, so you can adjust it to the most 
comfortable thickness- I found I had to remove almost half. 
The Wrist Pillow set comprises of a keyboard Pillow long 
enough for use with an extended keyboard, and a smaller 
Pillow suitable for use with a mouse. 

The big question- does it work? Certainly I have found 
the Keyboard Pillow to be a great help, but to be honest, I 
couldn't say I noticed much ditl'erence with the Wrist 
Pillow until I left it at home one day - my right wrist and 
arm ached far more by the end of the day. I now try to use 
both all the time (when I remember), so yes- it has helped. 
The 11eecy fabric (which is washable) has a nice warm feel 
to it, whi~h I'm sure helps, and I do frequently find myself 
playing with the Wrist Pillow - it has a nice feel, and has a 
refreshing smell of the outdoors. Perhaps it has stress-re
lieving properties too! 

The Keyboard Wrist Pillow costs $11.50, and the 
Mouse Wrist Pillow $8, and the two together as the Wrist 
Pillow Set cost $17.75, so with delivery, etc to the UK, 
expect to pay about £17. This compares favourably with 
conventional hard foam wrist supports, and the Bucky is 
certainly far more comfo11able. You can buy your Bucky in 
Navy, Teal, "Fun" and "Suhtlt:" patterns, all with contrast
ing piping, so you can have a splash of colour on your desk. 

If you are sutTering from RSI conditions in your wrists, 
a Bucky may well be worth a try. It probably won't cure the 
condition, but should ease it considerably. 

Bucky Products 
PO Box 31970, 
SEATTLE, WA 98103. 

Tel: 0101 206 545 8790 
Fax: 0101 206 545 072lJ 

ALDUS MACINTOSH TECHNICAL SUP
PORT BBS 

Aldus have recently announced a technical support 
Bulletin Board Service (BBS) in the USA. You cannot 
access this from the Internet, but if you have a modem, you 
can dial in and download the files listed here. I do not know 
if the BBS also contains software for Aldus Windows 
packages. The following is an explanation of how to use the 
service, and an index of software available. If anyone does 
download any software, I would certainly be grateful for a 
copy of at least the MAPKIT.CPT 
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ALDUS TECHNICAL SUPPORT BBS 
(0101) 206-623-6984 

The Aldus Technical Support BBS is sponsored by the 
Technical Support Department of the Aldus Corporation. 
The Aldus Technical Support BBS Software Libraries hold 
technical information, utilities, templates, and information 
that will help you become more productive with your Aldus 
software. 

This ~'Ystem uses Galacticom 's Major BBS software 
and will allow transfer rates of up to 14.4M baud. When 
downloading oruploading tiles be sure to enable the receive 
or send selection in your modem transfer software selec
tion. This will start the transfer process of the desired file(s). 
Use the following Modem settings to communicate with the 
Technical Support BBS [(0101) 206-623-6984]: 

Data Bits= 8 
Stop Bits= 1 
Parity = None 

To search for and download ajilc: 

Use the Select Library option to navigate to the desired 
library. Select the library and choose "D". This option will 
allow you to search by keyword or filename in the library. 
Enter the name of the file or try an appropriate word. The 
BBS will provide a listing of the files found based upon your 
search criteria. Proceed to select the tile for downloading. 
For a global listing, search, or upload you'll want to be in 
the Main Library. 

To listjiles: 

Use the Select Library option to navigate to the desired 
Library and choose the "L" for a directory listing. Note: If 
you are in the Main Software Library, the listing will be a 
bit long since it will list all of the other software librat'Y files. 

Hems Gomez, Altius Tedmic:tll Support BBS Afcmager 

FILE DffiECTORY OF LIB MAC-LIB 

Aldus Macintosh Software Library 

File Size (Bytes) Desniptiun 

ALAFPS.SEA 22272 
DB201.SEA 130944 
DBDEMO.SEA 502521! 
DROPPS.SIT 34041! 
EXCEL.SIT 55552 
FILES. 3314 
FRAEMZ.SEA 109312 
INDEX. 0 
LWR1l.SIT 442112 
MACFH40A.SEA 225920 
MACWRITE.SIT 4620!1 
MAGNIF.SEA 20224 
MAPKIT.CPT 12032 
MC5ACE.SEA 75136 
MCPM5A.SIT 75264 
MOREPS.SEA 16000 
MPM501.SIT 16512 
MPM502.SIT 442!18 
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Alatl.:r.PS Postscript H.:ad.:r 
Dat.:Book Pro 2.0.1 Patch 
DateBnnk Pro Demo 
Send PS Cod.: to a PS Printer utility. 
Exrel import filt.:r fur PM 5.0 

Fra.:mz prnpurtinnal borders addition 
Index uftiles in the "MAC-LIB" LIB 
LaswerWriter !1.1.1 print driver (Mac) 
Mac FreeHand 4.0a update 
MacWrit.: Pro 1.0 filter ti1r PM 5.0 
Magnification Addition ti1r PM5 
Mup-making tile elements. Fr.:.:Hund 
Mac PM 5.0u Canadian/Eng update 
Mac PM 5 .Oa update 
Moreps.sea from nidus Mug article 
Mac FnxYI due archives (PageMnker) 
Mac PngeMaker FuxYI Due Set 2 

NEWPAN.SEA 57856 Replacement Files for Pan tone lihrnl)' 
PANEUR.SIT 52992 Pantone Process Euro Update 
PCHOCE.SIT 30720 PrintChoire Utility. Choose printer drv 
PM3PM4.SIT 1688192 PageMuker 3.x to 5.x conversion uti! 
PM5GLU.SIT 45952 PM5GLU .SIT Frontier "GLUE" ti1r PM5 
PM5RTF.SIT 25216 RTF import tilter ti1r Mac PM 5.0 
PMFONT.SIT 11136 pmFonts.SIT Frontier Run time droplet 
PMPREF.SIT 9472 Frontier PM Presfsuite ti)r PM5.0 
RlJNT.SIT 261760 Frontier Runtime 2.0.1 Installer 
SALIGN.SIT 45696 SmnrtAiign Demo 
SEP102.SEA 60032 Seperator v 1.02 
TABLEA.SEA 218240 Tableau Addition 
TB30l.SEA 127744 TouchBASE Pro3.0.1 Patch 
TBDEMO.SEA 429824 TnuchBas.: Pro Demo 
TOPFILES. 967 Sysnp 
TRADEM.SIT 1662 Trademark inti1 and legal stutt" 
TRUECA.SEA 6860!1 TmeCaps v0.85h -PageMaker addition 
TWAIN.SIT 61568 Twain tilt.:r and acquire addition 
WORKS3.0SI 29184 Work.~ 3 .0 Filter fur Mac PM 5 .0 
WP50.SIT 35840 WordPerfect 5.0 tilter ti1r Mac PM 5.0 

ADOBESYSTEMSANNOUNCETHE 
LAUNCH OF VERSION 5.5 OF ADOBE 
ILLUSTRATOR FOR THE APPLE MAC 

The new release imports and exports editable PDF 
files, features a plug-in pathtimler filter for trapping, a PI C T 
impot1 filter, native support for the Power Mac series, and 
includes 220 typefaces. A dduxe CD-ROM (compact disc 
read only memory) edition is available. Both versions in
clude the Adobe Acrobat Distiller and Exchange modules. 
v5.5 also adds many new features, including new text-han
dling features such as tabs, a spell checker, search and 
replace by font. 

"The new features in Adobe Illustrator version 5.5 
make the program more powerful and automate painstaking 
tasks that can he ditiicult or impossible in other drawing 
programs," commented John Kunze, director of product 
marketing for Adobe's application products division. "By 
including the CD-ROM edition, Adobe Acrobat software, 
plus suppm1 for both Power Macintosh and Macintosh 
application software, Adobe is adding considerable value 
without increasing the price of the product," he added. 

Adobe Illustrator v5.5 runs in native mode on the 
Apple PowerMacs launched last month. According to 
Adobe, this new computing platfmm will deliver many 
perfotmance gains: "for example, previewing artwork on a 
Power Macintosh is between two and four times faster than 
on other Macintosh computers," company ofticials said. 

The basic edition of the package will ship some time 
later this (second) quarter, at a retail p1ice of UK£480. 
Upgrades are free (subject to a small shipping cost) for users 
who purchased version 5.0 atkr March 14, 1994. Regis
tered users of Adobe Illustrator 5.0 for the Mac can upgrade 
for UK£80, while users of previous versions can upgrade 
forUK£129. 

from t1 press r<'l<'li.V<' - 18th April 1994 
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LITHOLOGIC ILLUSTRATION SOFT
WARE 

I have been sent some details of Mac Section 11 and 
Mac Logger- software from Rock Ware !ne of Colorado, 
which may be of interest to people who have to produce 
lithologic illustrations. MacSection 11 has the ability to 
produce cross sections and fence diagrams. MacLogger is 
used for strip log plotting. Both share the same data files, 
and these are interchangeable between the programs. They 
look reasonably powerful and t1exible. The combined cost 
of both programs is US$599 (plus US$32 international 
shipping). Details from Rock Ware Inc, 4251 Kipling 
Street, Suite 595, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033, USA. Phone: 
(0101) 303 423 5645; Fax: (0101) 303 423 6171. If anyone 
is interested in this software, please get in touch with the 
Computing in Cartography editor, and we will try and 
arrange a review copy. 

ALDUS FREEHAND 4.0a 
Post,<.,'cript drawing package for Afacintosh and 
Windows (v4 .for Windows not yet launched) 
Publi.~hed hy Aldu.~ Corporation (0101 206 622 
5500) 
Distributed in the UK by Aldu.~ UK (031 458 
4747;fax: 031 453 4422) 
Sugg£~sted selling price: UK£450 
Typical selling price: UK£335 
Educational pricing: U K£ 19 5 (single-U.I'£'r): 
UK£650 (10-u.H•r pack) 
Upgrade .fi'Olll Vas ion 3.11 and earlia: UK£1 50 
(UK£135 Educational) 
Native Power AI acintosh version: U K./:.'7 5for reg
istaed FreeHand 4 u.l'£'r.~; £195 .fin· registered 
us a.~ ofFreeHand 3.11 and ear/i£•1: 

The loudest cry of complaint about FreeHand 3 was 
over its text dialog box. Altsys and Aldus (respectively the 
developers and publishers of FreeHand) listened. They 
looked at the market, and saw that their biggest rival, Adobe 
Illu~tr~~or, was billing itself as "all you need for single page 
design . They made sure that FreeHand 4 would be every
one's first choice as a page design tool. Unfortunately, 
FreeHand seems to have lost its way. Like Illustrator in its 
v3 existence, it has been distracted. by fancy features, and 
forgotten that it is basically a drawing package (though 
when compared to CoreiDraw 5, it is still seems positively 
austere in its range of abilities). · 

Well, first the good news. The text dialog box has gone. 
You can edit text directly. Not just that though- the text tool 
~ow features tabs, auto-hyphenation, paragraph indents, 
lmke~ text boxes_ with automatic copytlow, copytitting, 
hangmg punctuatiOn, a table feature that puts Microsoft 
Word and Aldus PageMaker to shame, paragraph rules, 
forced justitication - the list goes on. In many cases Free
Hand 4 's text handling abilities equal, if not exceed, those 
ofPageMaker and XPress, and certainly put Illustrator's in 
the shadows. However, in some key areas (spellchecking, 
style sheets, search & replace and true typographic control 
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for instance), you still need a true DTP package, and I 
cannot see many experienced typesetters forsaking these 
packages for FreeHand. 

Some new tools have made an appearance. The Sim
plify tool does just that - reduces a shape to the minimum 
number of points needed. The Inset Path command allows 
you to create parallel lines ti·om any closed object. The 
Polygon tool easily creates perfectly :'>-ymmetrical shapes 
and stars. When deleting a layer, the package now knows if 
that layer contains infmn1 ation - if not, it is deleted straight 
away, without the annoying ··are you sure" dialog box. 
When binding text to a path (and also with bleeds, arrow
heads and composite paths) the Reverse Direction 
command allows you to make a path tlow in the opposite 
direction. Intersect and Union combine with Punch (known 
as Composite Path previously) in allowing you to easily 
manipulate paths. The Layers palette has been improved, 
and Illustrator users will be glad to hear that using the option 
key with the mouse allows you to drag an individual path 
segment. You can now edit a FreeHand EPS, but very 
usefully you have the choice of exporting as an EPS in both 
editable and uneditable ti.l!l11S - invaluable when giving 
sensitive m1work to third parties. The functions of EPS 
Exchange have also been incorporated into the application, 
and so you can now open and save Illustrator 3 files directly. 

There are many changes to the interface. Most dialog 
boxes have been superseded with tloating palettes. Whilst 
many in the design world see these as a great improvement, 
they offer little advantage to the cartographer, and in some 
cases ti.)rce you to use your mouse more - bad news for 
Repetitive Strain Injm-y (RSI) sutl'erers. Most dialog boxes 
have been corn bined into the Inspector palette, a schizo
phrenic palette of 5 different inspectors, controlling 9 
palettes, all rolled into one, and which apparently controls 
over I 00 options. There are however another eight palettes 
as well as the Inspector, and so it is very easy to fill a 14" 
screen (don't even think about a Classic-sty le Mac ! ), and 
a large screen, or preferably two screens, are almost obliga
tm-y. The Inspector and the other palettes do bring most of 
the functions together, and this may be a real bonus to a new 
or unfamiliar FreeHand user. However, many experienced 
FreeHand users I have spoken to miss the ease with which 
you could navigate FreeHand 3 's dialog boxes just using 
the keyboard. Another major change has been the introduc
tion of multiple pages within one file. Again this is a feature 
that mos~ _cm1ographers will not use, and one seriously 
wonders 1t the ethos of multiple pages fits in better with a 
page layout pm:kage, mther than a drawing package. 

Whilst many cm1ogruphers may view tht! intt!rface 
changes with indifference, there are ~any changes to the 
packa~e that are detrimental. The knife tool now works by 
draggmg rather than clicking (son-y again RSI suffers); you 
can no longer specify a transfmm specitically from the 
mouse location, which was ve1-y useful for re-sizing back
gn~und TIFFs. You can still transfmm from any selected 
pomt - hut you have to manually entt!r those points co-or
dinates. For some strange reason, the dash editor now lets 
you specify dash lengths only in whole PostScript points 
(re~ardless of the measuring system the document is using), 
wh1ch can lead to some odd dash spacing, and you still 
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cannot specify a length ofO and create a true round dot using 
rounded end-caps. The ability to specify a specific line 
screen in the Print dialog box has disappeared. You change 
the line ruling either by editing the PostScript Printer De
scription (PPD) file in your System file (and ensuring you 
supply the edited PPD to your bureau), or by selecting the 
whole document, and specifying a line ruling using the 
Halftone palette - both methods work, hut neither is really 
satisfactory. The ability to cut and paste into theAldus Fetch 
information dialog box has vanished. When editing a tint of 
a colour, you are not presented with the Tints palette, but 
confusingly with the Colour Mixer palette, showing the 
appropriate CMYK mix of that tint, not the original colour 
- there appears to he no reason for this. When specifying 
styles, you now have to create an object with the appropriate 
characteristics, and then define the style based on that 
object. It was very useful to he able to create styles before 

you started drawing when using FreeHand 3. The Simplicy 
command is also puzzling. There is_no guide to its working 
in the manual, but the longer the line, and the more points 
it contains, the more it is simplified, and the more it deviates 
from the original characteristics. To keep the characteristic 
of the line, you have to cut it into a number of smaller 
segments and simplify each of these. Files converted from 
FreeHand 3 to FreeHand 4 take up more disk space, some
times doubling in size- text hound to a line seems to he one 
of the biggest culprits. Aldus can otTer no explanation for 
this. 

However, FreeHand 4 's biggest advantage is also its 
biggest drawback text handling. In satisfying the needs of 
page layout, the needs of users such as cartographers, who 
frequently work with many one-word text blocks, have 
been overlooked. Unlike Illustrator, text is still created 
within a box, which always contains text formatting abili-
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ties. You have to remember to drag a text box out to 
approximately the right size, or else you end up with a 
hopelessly large text box. After entering the text, you have 
to either select the pointer tool (thankfully, there is a key
board shortcut for this now), or Command-Shift-Tab to 
deselect the text block. Double-clicking on a text box with 
the pointer tool allows you to edit the text block, but you 
have to re-select the pointer when you have finished editing. 
FreeHand 3 's text box automatically re-sized when you 
altered the text- not FreeHand 4. Consider the following 
scenario: You realise you have mis-spelt a town name, and 
missed out a letter. You double-click on the text block, alter 
the text. The text block now overtlows. You re-select the 
pointer tool, drag one of the text block handles and re-size 
the text block to a size slightly larger than you want, you 
then double-click the Link box to snap the text block to fit 
the text. In FreeHand 3 the operation takes three mouse 
clicks and two keyboard stokes, in FreeHand 4, six mouse 
clicks, one keyboard stroke, one mouse drag- so much for 
progress. 

Text handling deficiencies do not stop then~. Whilst 
some esoteric commands have keyboard shortcuts, text 
style and alignment commands (such as Command-Shift-B 
for bold text) still have no keyboard equivalent (though to 
be fair, Illustrator only has Alignment keyboard com
mands). Styles cannot be applied to text. In the interface 
re-design, the Fill and Stroke command has disappeared. 
The only way of applying fill and stroke to text is by using 
the Fill Inspector and Stroke Inspector. This involves plenty 
of mouse clicking, and can only be applied to one text box 
at a time -you cannot highlight text in more than one box 
simultaneously. This makes creating text drop-outs (where 
text and lines of the same colour intersect) very tedious. 

Finally, screen re-draw time has slowed again, and if 
you have a large TIFF tile as a background image, expect 
to see more of the clock cursor. I have used both FreeHand 
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3 and 4 on a Power Macintosh, together with a Power 
Macintosh Native version of FreeHand 4. The results were 
interesting. Whib:t the Native version was very fast at 
certain tasks (binding text to a line for example), a placed 
background TIFF slowed it noticeably. Overall, the Native 
version of FreeHand 4 was marginally faster than FreeHand 
3 (680XO version), which was considernbly faster thlin 
FreeHand 4 for the 680XO processor. 

I spent a long time using both FreeHand 3 and 4 for 
actual cartography during this review. I realise that cartog
raphers only form a small fraction of FreeHand users, and 
that for the majority of the design community FreeHand 4 
offers a big leap in functionality. I even went as far as using 
Illustrator 5 for some jobs with the thought of using that as 
my main drawing package (those of you who know me will 
know that this is as radical an idea as the next Pope being a 
woman). However, although both packages are equally 
capable of achieving the same end results, the gulf between 
the two working methods is still great, and I soon aban
doned this idea. I can liw without most of the improvements 
of FreeHand 4- I would only see the Simplify and Reverse 
Directions commands as ones I really need, and so I am 
staying with FreeHand 3 (note that the licensing agreement 
only lets you keep both FreeHand 3 and FreeHand 4 on the 
same machine for')() days). A Power Macintosh version of 
FreeHand 3 would be very nice, but I do not expect it. 

What FreeHand 4 really needs are two text tools. The 
cuJTent text tool will be useful to so many users that it cannot 
be dropped, but could be supplemented with a 'dumb' text 
tool, which would work in the same way as FreeHand 3 's 
text tool, and would b1ing ease of use back to the users of 
many small blocks of text. So add FreeHand 3 's text han
dling, :O.J>eed up the screen re-drawing time, sort out the 
illogical commands, and I'll be a confirmed FreeHand 4 
fan. 
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